(ii) X consists ofk equivalent letters ofarity k as well as n -k equivalent letters of arity n -k;
(iii) X consists of any n + 1 letters.
The proof of this proposition follows from the exchange identity and from Proposition 3. (ii) Ifwefix any two equivalence classes La and Lb with the property arity(al) + arity(bl) 2 n, then in each term of the sum above only the a-block contains a-letters and only the b-block contains b-letters.
The proof of part i follows from the exchange identity, and the proof of part ii follows from the straightening algorithm. (ii) any n -2 out of the n -1 shuffle products:
[a, *.*.* angi ... 
where i = 1, 29 ... , n -1.
The proof is subdivided into five steps, as follows:
Step 1 i.e., the kth row of Da will contain n letters in La as well as n letters in Ld. We Step 4. Let j E {1, 2, . . ., n -1}, and I = {1, 2, . . . [1] as desired.
Step 5. Prove the minimality of a set of generators Uj1 Q;. 
